) occurred at 15 min of recovery, whereas peak SALc levels (MEx: 102.7±46.4, PEx: 95.7±40.9 nmol · L -1 ) were achieved at the end of exercise in MEx and PEx. The recovery trend of SERc and SALc also differed following MEx and PEx. Activity of 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2 enzymes may be suppressed following MEx compared to PEx. In conclusion, sampling for peak SERc and SALc levels should take into account their evolution and clearance characteristics as well as type of exercise performed, whereas SALc appeared to be a more sensitive marker than SERc for the measurement of cortisol responses during exercise recovery. knowledge, no study has compared SALc and SERc at multiple sampling points during an extended period of recovery from exercise. This is important for planning COR sampling from multiple subjects as, for example, following an athletic event and/or occupational activities in which sample collection timing may differ across subjects and possibly confound COR measurements and comparisons. The present study was aimed at comparing SALc and SERc across different sampling times as well as determining the agreement between SALc and SERc during recovery from two different bouts of exhaustive exercises. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Cortisol assays
Saliva and serum samples were centrifuged at 1,000 RPM for 5 min 
Statistical analysis
To determine the relationship and agreement between SALc and SERc,
Pearson correlation coefficients and 95% limits of agreement (LoA: mean difference ± 1.96 SD) using Bland-Altman plots were calculated, respectively. Two-factors repeated measures ANOVA was then carried out with Greenhouse-Geisser correction to determine the main effect of condition and time on COR responses. A post-hoc pair-wise comparison was carried out for a significant F-ratio when p<0.05.
RESULTS
One subject did not complete PEx and another was excluded from analysis due to hemolysis of his blood samples. Therefore, 11 (MEx) and 10 (PEx) subjects were analyzed for SALc and SERc, respectively, from which a retrospective power analysis showed a study Group means (SD), 95% confidence internal of the means, and
Pearson correlation at each measurement time are presented in Table   1 . SERc and SALc showed a significant positive relationship at each measurement time in MEx and PEx, except at 30 min in MEx.
In the MEx condition, there was a significant main effect of con- (Figure 2 ).
DISCUSSION
The current study demonstrated that peak SALc levels increased proportionally more than peak SERc levels during MEx (97.5% vs 57%, respectively) and during PEx (110% vs 48%, respectively), but mean SERc levels were quantitatively 7-10 times higher than SALc, as reported previously [6] [7] [8] . The increased SALc and SERc levels were significantly correlated (R=0.667-0.910) during MEx and PEx at baseline, end of exercise, and during recovery (Table 1) .
Further analysis of SALc and SERc, via Bland-Altman plots, revealed only small numbers of data points (four and three data points for MEx and PEx, respectively) were out of LoA, but mostly strong agreements between the two measurements across variable sampling times ( Figure 1) The proportionally higher peak SALc levels following MEx and PEx, compared with peak SERc levels, are explained by saturation of the corticosteroid binding globulin sites at high concentrations of COR after exercise that lead to disproportionate increases of serum free and, consequently, SALc that may provide a better measure than
FIG. 2. Comparison of SERc and SALc responses during recovery from MEx (A) and PEx (B)
. Symbols denote a significant difference compared to the baseline value in SERc (*) and SALc ( †) (p<0.05). SERc of a stress response as it more accurately measures the amount of unbound cortisol compared to SERc [4, 10] . SERc and SALc were consistently higher with MEx than with PEx, as expected given that exercise intensity (≥60% VO 2Max ) strongly correlates with COR [1] .
FIG. 1. Bland-Altman plots for SERc and SALc during MEx (A) and PEx (B)
SALc levels were comparable with MEx and PEx (Table 1) , but SALc responses during recovery from MEx differed from those of SERc in that SALc levels declined initially and plateaued at 15 -45 min of recovery, and remained above baseline at 60min of recovery.
Similarly, SALc levels declined following PEx by 5 -9% for each 15 min of recovery, but levels also remained above baseline at 60min of recovery. This indicate that, although peak SALc doubled following MEx and PEx, cessation of exercise either did not result in continued elevated expression of COR (as compared with SERc following MEx and PEx) or metabolism was altered. Possible reasons are that the salivary glands are one of the sites of activity of 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2 (11β-HSD2) enzymes [11] involved in conversion of cortisol to inactive cortisone and may have functioned at an enhanced degree with elevated SALc levels after PEx. In contrast, the plateau effect on SALc noted at 15 -45 min of recovery from MEx, suggests a slowing of SALc clearance that could be related to the fact that intense exercise does not result in increased 11β-HSD2 that may be related to a reduction in blood flow to the kidney (major site of 11β-HSD2 enzyme activity) due to redistribution to skeletal muscle [12] .
Some differences noted in SERc and SALc metabolism during recovery may be important to consider when determining sampling times. Peak SERc levels occurred at 15 min of recovery, whereas SALc levels did not rise at any point in recovery. Therefore, when sampling for peak SERc levels following exhaustive exercises, it may be necessary to sample beyond the end-exercise point during recovery as shown 15 min post-exercise in the present study, whereas sampling of peak SALc levels should occur immediately at the termination of exercise. Further, at 1hr of recovery from MEx, SERc was essentially equivalent to end-exercise levels, while PEx related SERc neared baseline levels. This may indicate that higher levels of SERc, during recovery from the intensive activity of MEx, led to saturation of 11β-HDS2and slowed SERc clearance. Therefore, when sampling for SERc at 60min post-recovery from PEx, it should be anticipated that levels will have essentially returned to baseline values and, following MEx, will be nearly equivalent to those at end exercise. This indicates that sampling of SERc post-MEx, to determine clearance, may have to be carried out over a longer period of time than 60min in order to ascertain when levels actually return to baseline. Similarly, because SALc levels after both MEx and PEx remained elevated above baseline at 60min of recovery (yet below end-exercise, peak levels), sampling to determine clearance returning to baseline values would require a longer sampling period.
Study limitations include that the present results were based on a robust group of male subjects that limits the implication of the results to other populations. Also, COR sampling was carried out through only 60 min of recovery and thus further insight into the clearance tendency of SERc and SALc for a longer period of recovery is limited.
CONCLUSIONS
The timing of sampling for peak COR levels responding to exhaustive exercise must take into account the source of biological samples analyzed as well as the type of exercises performed. In the present study, despite high correlation and agreement between SERc and SALc levels, peak SERc levels were attained at 15min of recovery, whereas peak SALc levels were attained immediately upon exercise cessation in both MEx and PEx conditions. Furthermore, clearance of SERc and SALc was slower following MEx than PEx while SALc were still below the peak, end-exercise levels at the end of 60min recovery. Taken in the aggregate, SALc is a sensitive, reliable method to determine COR responses following exercise in addition to its non-invasive, easy-sampling advantages.
